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No. 1162

By Mr. Gilman of Boston (by request), petition of George H.
McCaffrey for legislation to amend the charter of the city of Boston.
Metropolitan Affairs. Jan. 18,1924.

Cl)e Commontuealtf) of €oassacijusctts.
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-Four.

An Act to amend the Charter of the City of Boston.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as folloivs:
Section 1. Sections forty-eight, fifty-three, fifty-four
1
2 and fifty-seven of chapter four hundred and eighty-six
3 of the acts of nineteen hundred and nine and amend-4 ments to these sections are hereby repealed. Section one
5 of chapter three hundred and forty-nine of the acts of
6 nineteen hundred and five is repealed so far as it is in-7 consistent with this act.
1
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Section 2. There shall be elected in the city of
Boston for a term of two years, except as hereinafter
provided, a city council consisting of fifteen members
and a school committee of five members. The said
terms shall begin with the first Monday of January
following the election.

Section 3. The members of the school committee
2 shall be elected at large.
1

1
Section 4. For the purpose of electing the city
2 council the city shall be divided into three boroughs.
3 The first borough shall consist of wards
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The second borough shall, consist of wards
The third borough shall consist of wards
Each borough shall elect five members of the council.
Section 5. Any qualified registered voter in anv
borough may be nominated for the city council in said
borough, and his name as such candidate shall be printed
on the official ballot to be used at the municipal election: provided, that at or before five o’clock p.m., of the
twenty-fifth day prior to such election nomination
papers prepared and issued by the election commissioner,
signed in person by at least one thousand registered
voters in said borough, qualified to vote for such candidate at said election, shall be filed with said election
commissioners, and the signatures on the same to the
number required to make a nomination are subsequently
certified by the election commissioners as hereinafter
provided. Said nomination papers shall be in sub-
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-15 stantially the following form:
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Commonwealth
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city
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(Give

Massachusetts.

of boston.

Nomination Paper.
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19

of

The undersigned, registered voters of the
Borough qualified to vote for a candidate for the office
named below, in accordance with law, make the following nomination of candidates to be voted for at the
election to be held in the city of Boston on November
19

Name of Candidate.
first or middle name in full.)

for which
Nominated.

Office

Residence (Street and Numher if Any)
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Signatures

and

Residences

of

3

Nominators.

26
certify that we have not subscribed to the nomi-27 nation of more than live candidates for this office. In
28 case of the death, withdrawal, or incapacity of the above
29 nominee, after written acceptance filed with the board
30 of election commissioners, we authorize (names of a
31 committee of not less than five persons) or a majority
32 thereof as our representatives to fill the vacancy in the
33 manner prescribed by law.
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caS be? April L

Acceptance

of

Ward -

Preci ™t- Present Residence.

Nomination.

I accept the above nomination.
(Signature of Nominee.)

Section 6. If a candidate nominated as aforesaid
dies before the day of election, or withdraws his name
from nomination, or is found to be ineligible, the
vacancy may be filled by a committee of not less than
five persons, or a majority thereof, if such committee be
named, and so authorized in the nomination papers.
Nomination papers shall not include candidates for more
than one office except that not more than five candidates for city council may be included in one nomination
paper, and not more than five candidates for school
committee may be included in one nomination paper.
Every voter may sign as many nomination papers for
each office to be filled as there are persons to be elected
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14 thereto and no more. Nomination papers in each year
15 shall be issued by the board of election commissioners
16 on and after but not before the thirty-fifth day pre-17 ceding the election, but not more than fifty papers shall
18 be issued to any candidate for city council or school
19 committee, nor more than three hundred to any candi-20 date for mayor.
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Section 7. Ballots used in electing the mayor, members of the city council and the school committee shall
be marked by the voters according to the instructions
printed thereon under the heading, “Directions to
Voters,” as specified in this section, except that the
names and addresses of the candidates shall appear in
the spaces indicated therefor and that the spaces left
for the date of the election shall be filled with such date,
the ballots shall be in form substantially as follows:

10

Regular City

11

NOVEMBER

12

Election.

19.

Directions to Voters

13
Put the figure 1 opposite the name of your first
14 choice. If you want to express also second, third and
15 other choices, do so by putting the figure 2 opposite the
16 name of your second choice, the figure 3 opposite the
17 name of your third choice, and so on. In this way you
18 may express as many choices as you please. The more
19 choices you express, the surer you are to make your
20 ballot count for one of the candidates you favor.
This ballot will not be counted for your second choice,
22 unless it is found that it cannot help your first choice;
23 it will not be counted for your third choice unless it is
24 found that it cannot help either your first or your

21

25 second, etc.
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26

A ballot is spoiled if the figure 1 is put opposite
2/ more than one name. If you spoil this ballot, tear it
28 across once, return it to the election officer in charge of
29 the ballots, and get another one from him.
Name

Address

Name,

Addres;

Name

Address

Name

Address

1

Section 8. The name of each person who is nominated
2
in compliance with law, together with his residence
3 and the title and term of the office for which he is a
4 candidate shall be printed on the official ballots at the
5 municipal election, and the names of no other candidates
6 shall be printed thereon. The names of candidates for
7 the same office shall be printed on the official ballots in
8 rotation as follows:-—The ballots shall be printed in as
9 many series as there are candidates for the council.
10 The whole number of ballots to be printed shall be

11 divided by the number of series and the quotient so
12 obtained shall be the number of ballots printed in each
13 series. In printing the first series of ballots the names
14 of candidates shall be arranged in the alphabetical order
15 of their surnames. After printing the first series the
16 first name shall be placed last and the next series

17 printed, and this process shall be repeated until each
18 name shall have been printed first in one series.
19 ballots so printed shall be combined in
20

21
22
23
24

The
tablets to be
supplied to the various voting places. Each tablet shall
contain substantially the same number of ballots
from
each series, and, so far as practicable, the ballots
shall
be combined in such manner that two or more from the
same series shall not be together in a tablet.
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Section 9. Ballots cast for the election of mayor and
members of the city council and of the school committee shall be counted and the results determined by
4 the board of election commissioners according to the
1
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8
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following regulations:
Regulation 1.-—In these regulations:

(1) The expression “ballot” means a ballot paper of the form provided in section seven of this act.
(2) The expression “first choice” means the figure
“I”, the expression “second choice” means the figure
2”, and the expression “third choice” means the figure
3,” set opposite the name of any candidate, and so on.
(3) The expression “original vote” in regard to any
candidate means a vote derived from a ballot paper on
which a first choice is recorded for that candidate.
(4) The expression “transferred vote” in regard to
any candidate, means a vote derived from a ballot on
which a second or subsequent choice is recorded for that
candidate.
(5) The expression “surplus” means the number of
votes by which the total number of votes, original and
transferred, credited to any candidate, exceeds the

23 quota.

24
(6) The expression “continuing candidate” means any
25 candidate not elected and not eliminated.
(7) The expression “transferable ballot” means a
26
27 ballot on which a second or subsequent choice is
28 for a continuing candidate.
29

recorded

(8) The expression “non-transferable ballot” means a

30 ballot on which no second or subsequent choice is re31 corded for a continuing candidate.
(9) A ballot shall be deemed to be a
33 ballot in any case in which
32

34

(a)

the names of two

or

non-transferable

more candidates (whether
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35 continuing or not) are marked with the same figure, and
36 are next in order of choice, or

37

b the name of the candidate next in order of choice

( )

38 (whether continuing or not) is marked:
(I) By a figure not following consecutively after some
39

other figure on the ballot paper; or
(II) By two or more figures
42
(10) “Supervisors” and “sorters” means the persons
43 appointed as such under the provisions of this act.
44
(11) Whenever the board of election commissioners
40

41

45 are directed to do anything or take any proceeding,
46 unless the direction is to the board of election commis47
48
49

sioners as a board, such thing may be done or proceeding taken by the supervisors or sorters, provided the
same is done under the supervision of the board of elec-

50 tion commissioners.

51
52

Regulation 2. ■ (1) On all ballots a cross shall be conidered equivalent to the figure 1. So far as may be
—

consistent with the General Laws, relating to elections,
54 every ballot from which the first choice of the voter can
55 be clearly ascertained shall be considered valid.
56
(2) The ballots shall first be sorted and counted at
57 the several voting precincts according to the first choices
58 of the voters. At each voting precinct the ballots cast
59 for each candidate as first choice shall be put up in a
60 separate package, which shall be properly marked on
61 the outside to show the number of ballots therein and
62 the name of the candidate for whom they were cast.
63 The ballots declared invalid by the precinct officials
64 shall also be put up in a separate package, properly
65 marked on the outside. All the packages of each pre66 cinct, together with the records of the precinct count,
67 shall be promptly forwarded to the board of election
68 commissioners as directed by them., and the counting of
o-l
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69 the ballots cast shall thereafter be carried on by the
70 board of election commissioners.

71

(3) After the review of the precinct count of each

72 borough by the board of election commissioners and the
73 correction of any errors discovered therein, the first
74 choice ballots of each candidate shall be added and
Ib tabulated.
This completes the first count.
76
(4) The whole number of valid ballots cast in a
it
borough shall then be divided by a number greater by
78 one than the number of seats to be filled in each
80

The next whole number larger than the resulting quotient is the quota or constituency which

81

suffices to elect a member.

79 borough.

(5) All candidates, the number of whose ballots on the
83 first count equals or exceeds the quota, shall then be
82

84 declared elected.
(6) All ballots received by any candidate in excess of
86 the quota shall be termed his surplus.
87
(7) Any surpluses there may be shall next be trans88 ferred, the largest first, then the next largest and so on
85

89

in the following manner:
90
(a) If at any time the number of ballots credited to
91 a candidate is greater than the quota, the surplus shall
92 be transferred in accordance with the provisions of this
93 regulation to the continuing candidates indicated on the
94 ballots of the elected candidate as being next in order of
95 the voters’ choice.
(6) (I) If the ballots credited to an elected candidate
96
97 consist of original ballots only, the supervisors shall
98 examine all

the ballots received by the elected candidate

99 whose surplus is to be transferred and shall separate the
100 transferable ballots in accordance with the next choices
101 recorded thereon:
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(II) If the ballots credited to an elected candidate
103 consist of original and transferred ballots, or of trans104 ferred ballots only, the supervisors shall examine the
105 ballots contained in the group of ballots last received by
106 the elected candidate and shall arrange the transferable
107 ballots therein in further groups according to the next
108 preferences recorded therein;
109

(III)

In either case the supervisors shall make a
group of the non-transferable ballots and shall
ascertain the number of ballots in each group of transferable ballots and in the group of non-transferable
ballots.
(c) If the total number of transferable ballots is equal
to or less than the surplus, the supervisors shall transfer
each group of transferable ballots to the continuing
candidate indicated thereon as the voters’ next choice.
(d) (I) If the total number of transferable papers is
greater than the surplus, the supervisors shall transfer
from each group the number of papers which bears the
same proportion to the number of papers in the group
as the surplus bears to the total number of transferable

no separate
11l

112
113
114
115
lie

117
118
119
120
121

122
123 ballots.

124
(II) The number of ballots to be transferred from
125 each group shall be ascertained by multiplying the
126 number of papers in the group by the surplus and
127 dividing the result by the total number of transferable
128 ballots; a note shall be made of the fractional parts, if
129 any, of each number so ascertained.
130
(III) If, owing to the existence of such fractional
131 parts, the number of ballots to be transferred is less than
132 the surplus, so many of these fractional parts, taken in
133 the order of their magnitude, beginning with the largest,
134 as

are

necessary

to make the total number of ballots to

10
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135 be transferred equal to the surplus, shall be reckoned as
136 of the value of unity, and the fractional parts to be
137 ignored.
138

The particular ballots to be transferred from
each group shall be those last filed in the group.
140
(V) Each ballot transferred shall be marked in such
141 a manner as to indicate the candidate from and to whom
(IV)

139

142 the transfer is made.
143
(e) (I) If more than one candidate has a surplus, the
144 largest surplus shall be first dealt with.
(II) If two or more candidates have each the same
145
146 lurplus, regard shall be had to the number of original
147 votes obtained by each candidate, and the surplus of

the candidate credited with the largest number of
149 original votes shall be first dealt with and, if the num150 bers of the original votes are equal, the board of election
151 commissioners shall decide which surplus they will first
148

152 deal with.

153

(Ill)

The board of election commissioners need not

154 transfer the surplus of an elected candidate when that
155 surplus, together with any other surplus not transferred,

is less than the difference between the totals of the
157 votes credited to the two continuing candidates lowest in

156

158 the poll.

159
160
161
162
163
164
165
16G

(1) If at any time no candidate has
Regulation 3.
a surplus (or 'when under the preceding regulation any
existing surplus need not be transformed), and one or
more vacancies remain unfilled, the board of election
commissioners shall exclude from the poll the candidate
credited with the lowest number of votes, and shall
examine all the ballots of that candidate, and shall
arrange the transferable ballots in groups according to

167 the next preferences recorded thereon for continuing
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168 candidates, and shall transfer each group to the candi169 date for whom that preference is recorded.
170

(2) If the total of the votes of the two or more
171 candidates lowest in the poll, together with any surplus

172 votes not transferred, is less than the votes credited to
173 the next highest candidate, the board of election com174 missioners may in one operation eliminate those candi175 dates and transfer their votes in accordance with the
176 preceding sub-regulation.
177
(3) If, when a candidate has to be excluded under
178 this regulation, two or more candidates have each the
179 same number of votes and are lowest in the count,
180 regard shall be had to the number of votes credited to
181 each of those candidates on the preceding count, and
182 the candidate with fewest votes on that preceding
183 count shall be eliminated, and, where the number of
184 votes on the preceding count is equal, regard shall be
185 had to the number of votes credited to those candidates
186 on the next preceding count and the candidate with
187 fewest votes on that next preceding count shall be elimi-

nated, and if two or more candidates still have an equal
189 number of votes to their credit when this process has
190 been repeated until the original count is reached, then
191 the board of election - commissioners shall decide by lot
192 which candidate shall be eliminated.
193
Regulation j,[. (1) Whenever any transfer is made
194 under any of the preceding regulations, each group of
195 ballots transferred shall be added to the parcel, if any,
196 of papers of the candidate to whom the transfer is made,
197 and that candidate shall be credited with one vote in
198 respect of each ballot transferred. Such ballots as are
199 not transferred shall be set aside as finally dealt with,
200 and the votes given thereon shall thenceforth not be
188

201 taken into account.

12
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(2) If after any transfer a candidate has a surplus,

203 that surplus shall be dealt with in accordance with and
204 subject to the provisions contained in Regulation 2 before
205 any other candidate is excluded.
206
207
208
209
210

211
212
213
214
215

(1) When the number of continuing
Regulation 5.
candidates is reduced to the number of vacancies remaining unfilled, the continuing candidates shall be declared
.elected by the returning officer.
(2) When the last vacancies can be filled under this
regulation no further transfer of votes need be made.
The board of election commissioners
Regulation 6.
shall record and make public a summary of any transfer
of votes made under these regulations, and of the total
number of votes credited to each candidate after any

216 such transfer.

Regulation 7. —On any recount, subject to such
217
modifications
as may be necessary by reason of any
218
219 error in the original count, each ballot shall take the
220 same course as at the original count.
221
999

223

224
225
226
1
-2
3
4
5
6

7

For the purposes of making such
Regulation 8.
count the board of election commissioners may designate
from its members and permanent employees a board of
three supervisors for each borough and may hire such
assistants in addition to its permanent employees as may
be necessary to make up an adequate staff of sorters.
Section 10. (1) In each election held under the provisions of this act either a separate ballot shall be used
for the election of members of the council or that portion
of the ballot containing the names of the candidates for
the council shall be separated from the rest of the ballot
by a perforated line or lines so that the precinct officials
may detach said portion.

1924.]
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(2) For the purposes of counting ballots for the elec-

-9 tion of the school committee under the provisions of this
10 act the whole city shall be treated as one borough.

1
-2
-3
4
5
1
2
3
-4
5
6

7
8

Section 11. The first election held.under the provisions of this act shall take place on the Tuesday following the first Monday in November, nineteen hundred
and twenty-five and on the corresponding day in every
second year thereafter.
Section 12. This act shall be submitted to the voters
of the city of Boston at the election to be held on
November fourth, nineteen hundred and twentyand if approved by a majority of those voting at that
election, it shall become effective after ninety days.
The question of adoption shall be submitted to the
voters in the following form:
Shall the act passed by the general court in the year
nineteen hundred and twenty-four, providing a new
-

9
10 method for the election of the

mayor

and school com-

11 mittee and of a city council of fifteen members by
12 boroughs and changing the date of municipal elections,
13 be accepted?

